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and a handy work of reference even for read the two dozen chapters without pleasure,
advanced students. After being for several and few without instruction. The style of treatyears out of print, a second edition of the ment is thoroughly popular, and the literary
' Key' appeared in 1884, greatly increased in size, 'form unpretentious yet sMlful. As for the sepractically rewritten, in many ways greatly lection of types, the number of rare and unfaimproved, and again abreast of the subject. miliar ones is very striking. No fewer than six
In two years the ' Key' was again '' out of antelopes are pictured, besides an eland and a
print," and a new or thii-d edition is now before gazelle. The cat tribe is also well represented.
the public. So far as the main body of the There are three rhinoceroses, three elephants,
work is concerned, it is a reprint of the second three of the seal tribe, etc. The original photoedition, being reproduced from the same plates. graphs have been reproduced with only modeThere is of course a new preface, reviewing the rate success by a mechanical process, but the
progress of the subject during the last three plates answer all practical purposes. A handyeai-s—unusually eventful in the history of some binding makes the volume fit for the parAmerican ornithology—and much new matter lor table. We heartily commend it.
is added in the form of an Appendix.
Smce the publication of the second edition, Fresh Woods and Pastxires New. By the
the nomenclature of North American birds has
author of ' An Amateur Angler's Days in
been greatly changed, through the publication
Dove Dale,' etc. London : Sampson,Low &
of ' The Code of Nomenclature and Check-List
Co. 1887.
of North American Birds, adopted by the
THIS
is a small collection of essays, in the form
American Ornithologists' Union, etc.,' which,
as soon as it appeared, "became the standard of letters, on incidents and scenes of pastoral
and indeed the oiUy recognized Nomenclator English life. Since the author of ' Wild Life in
in American Ornithology." To adjust the a Southern County' and ' The Gamekeeper at
' Key' to the new nomenclatiu'e, the names Home' began his charming books, there has
used in the 'Key' and the Union Check-List been a decided increase in the number of
are arranged m parallel columns in the Appen- works of kindred character among English
dix, thus rendering comparison easy between the writers, many of whom are peculiarly fitted by
earlier and the later nomenclature. The author taste and education to describe graphically the
has thus had opportunity to record his indi- smaller details of rm-al England, and to give
vidual opinion respecting the status of a num- practical and accurate information regarding
ber of forms ; rejecting about twenty admitted the animal life there found, from the standinto the Union Check-List, and retaining about point of the sportsman and the naturalist.
ten not recognized in the latter. The subject Several chapters of the book under notice are
is further brought down to date by the addi- devoted to angling, and No. XI., " A Day with
tion, with descriptions, of some sixty species the May Ply Fishers," is the best of these ;
and sub-species described as new', or discovered Letter X., on " Wood Pigeons, Magpies, and
to be North American, siace 1884. Here, again, Rooks," gives many interesting facts about'the
the author exercises his selective taste, with, in habits of these birds. There is nothing tame or
some cases, we fear, not the happiest results. commonplace in the little volume, though it
It serves, however, to give formal emphasis to treats entirely of common scenes and incidents.
his conservative protest "against the fatal Taken as a whole, it gives a pleasant picture offacihty with which the system of trinomials the natural side of English country life in its
lends itself to sad consequences in the hands of minor forms, drawn by a close observer who is
immature or inexperienced specialists," ex- in love with his subject. There is a large-paper
edition handsomely published.
pressed in his preface (p. iii).
In some minor details the ' Key' is not above
criticism, and occasional changes in the text, A Short History of England, from the earliest
even if relegated to the "Appendix, might have
times to the present day. By Cyril Ransome,
been introduced with advantage to the student.
M. A., Merton College, Oxford. With maps
Yet the excellences of the work far overshadow
and plans. E, P. Dutton & Co. 1887. 8vo,
its shght defects, which latter detract very little
pp. 476.
/
from its general usefulness, and are obviously
O
P
making
histories
of
England
there
is
no
end,
the fault of too rapid composition rather than
lack of knowledge. For many years to come and each new candidate is reasonably challengthe work must continue to be what it has been ed to furnish reason for its existence, in a field
in the past, a boon to those interested in the already occupied by so many excellent works.
That it should contain any new information is
study of North American birds.
not to be expected; but there is such a large
range in the selection of materials, and so great
Wild Animals in Captivity,
Illustrated by variety in the way of handling, that a book
Pen and Camera. ' By J. Fortune Nott. must have positive excellence in one of these
Dodd, Mead & Co. 4to, pp. 155.
ways if it is to deserve a place upon our crowdMB. NOTT'S preface breathes a very humane ed book-shelves., These qualities Mr. Ransome's
spu-it, and alleges as his motive for publishing book has in a high degree. The reader is struck
his 'Wild Animals in Captivity' a desire " t o with a certain freshness in the presentation of
assist in extending the field of human sympa- the matter, by which in many cases an old story
thy towards some of the most attractive crea- is made to be seen in a new light. The selectures which were created to be our feUow-occu- tion of the material, too, is done with excellent
Key to North American Birds, etc. Bj' El- piers of this world." This sympathy does not judgme"nt, and the book fairly deserves the
liott Cones, A. M., M. D., Ph. D., etc. Pro- appear to have any connection in his mind with credit of emphasizing what needs emphasis,
fusely illustrated. Boston: Estes &Lauriat, the origin of species. He is rather a devout and passing over unimportant matter — per1887.
Imperial 8vo, pp. xxx, 895, colored "lover of dumb nature." His forty-one full- haps the most uncommon merit in histories of
frontispiece, 561 wood-cuts in text.
page plates of aiiimals whose captivity is shown this size. We are incUued to regard it as on the
IN 1873—fifteen yeai-s ago—Dr. Cones published by the undisguised surroundings, are accom- whole the best history of England of a grade
a ' Key to North American Birds' which was panied -by entertaining letter-press, in which between the school histories and Green's ' Short
a manual of the subject on an entirely new personal study and observation are mingled History.'
plan, and which has proved to be the most use- with pertinent quotations from the works of
The point of view is moderate and impartial
ful, and until recently the only, "text-book" naturalists and travellers. Great freshness
—quite colorless in the politics of the present'
of the subject. It became an invaluable help characterizes what is thus borrowed, and scrapday, and perfectly fair in the great controvertto the younger ornithologists, of the country. piness has been happily avoided. No one can
ed points of English histoiy. The book is un-

plan embraces such a wide range as does that
of Col. Knox. We cannot but remark in his
pages a certain want of the ease and vigor with
which a man describes a story with whose every
feature he is familiar, and whose every incident possesses for him a personal interest. Yet
this, or something like this, is well-nigh necessary if one is attempting to write of military
events in a popular way.
. At the same time, looked at as a series of accounts of the most important military events of
the world since 181.5, this book of Mr. Knox's
possesses a decided value. It is not free from
mistakes, but it is, we think, substantially accurate. It is evidently the result of much labor;
the authorities have been judiciously selected,
and the narrative of each battle is accompanied with a useful historical sketch serving to
put it in its proper relation to the events of the
times. It is a book which cannot fail to be of
use to young people, or in fact to people of any
age, who desire to know something of the history of the century in which they are living.
We are obliged to point out some errors which
should be corrected in future editions. The plan
opposite page 93 is not a " Plan of the Gates,
Vera Cruz," as stated on page ix,, but a sketch
of the neighborhood of the City of Mexico.
The accoimt of Pickett's charge at Gettysbui-g
is curiously inaccurate. Why Garnett should
be singled out as the one " w h o led his brigade," is not apparent. Why the fire of Stannard's brigade should be spoken of as directed
upon Armistead's right, instead of upon the right
of the whole division, is not plain, especially as
we have just been told that Kemper's brigade
was on the right of the division, and Armistead's on the left. We are told, too, that
"Armistead's right" recoiled, and Armistead
"threw it upon the brigades of Hall and Harron." (This last officer's name was Harrow.)
The fact was, that, the whole division inclining to its left under the effect of Stannard's fire
and the artillery Are from Little Round Top,
the brunt of the attack fell on the brigade of
Webbi while Hall and Harrow, not being attacked themselves in front, moved up to their
right and joined Webb, whose line had been
forced. Nor is it the fact that our troops on
that part of our line were " intrenched behind
rocks and fences,,where bullets could not reach
them" ; still less that they were driven back
" upon their second line of earthworks." There
was a low stone wall covering part of. our line
here, but nothing that could be called an earthwork in any part of it. Mr. Knox must also
have forgotten his Italian when he wrote, as he
did on page 209, of the events of 1866 and 1870,
completing the work of unification and producing " the Italia Irridenta (sic) which was the
dream of Cavour and for-centuries the ardent
hope of millions of his countrymen." We had
supposed—we may be wrong—that the comparatively recent cry of " Italia Irredenta" referred
to Trieste and other outlying regions claimed to
be Italian in sentiment and largely in population, but not yet freed from the Austrian
domination.
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u s u a l l y well p r o v i d e d -with m a p s , p l a n s of b a t tles, a n d genealogical t a b l e s ; b u t t h e m a p s a r e
small a n d poor, u n w o r t h y of so excellent a
text.
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